
Nikolai Klyuev 

Nikolai Klyuev (1884-1937) is one of the most intriguing figures in Russian Modernism.  
A “new-peasant poet” from the Russian north, but also a product of and producer of 
Russian Modernist poetry; a cultural archaist, but also a homosexual; a promoter of the 
values and interests both of the Old Belief, and of Russian sectarianism, but also, 
especially in his later years, a defender of Orthodoxy; an erstwhile member of the 
Bolshevik Party, who was arrested and exiled in 1934, and finally (and predictably) 
arrested and shot in 1937; a poet who self-consciously promoted himself as a “prophet”, 
some of whose prophetic verses have indeed proved remarkably accurate (ecological 
problems for Russia, disaster from Bolshevik policies, his own recovery from oblivion, 
and so on) – he is a complex and fascinatingly contradictory figure.  His poetry, 
moreover, is both difficult and intriguing. 
 
An excellent Russian-language site (with minor contributions from M. Makin, it should 
be admitted) devoted to all the “new-peasant poets” can be found at: Новокрестьянские 
поэты.  There you will find more of Klyuev’s poetry, and a lot of other material on the 
poet.  An even Russian  better site, devoted entirely to the poet is Сайт, посвященный 
изучению творчества Николая Клюева
 
 

Brief Chronology 
 

1884 Born 10 October, village of Koshtugi, on river Megra, southern Vytegra uezd 
(district), Olonia Guberniya (province; present day Vytegra region, Vologda oblast’).  
Father, Nikolai Timofeevich (1842-1918) village police constable, former soldier.  
Mother, Praskov’ya Dmitrievna (1851-1913), said to have been very religious.  Klyuev’s 
claims to literal descent from Old Believers (dissenters from official Orthodoxy, who 
refuse to accept the church reforms of the 17th century and the social reforms of the 
Petrine era) are always through the maternal line.  The paternal line is always represented 
as secular – for example, the poet wrote of a paternal ancestor who was a bear trainer.  
Parents apparently literate, their legal status makes them formally peasants, but it seems 
that Klyuev himself never “worked the land”. 

1890s Lived in Zhelvachevo, small village on river Andoma, also in Vytegra uezd (but 
north of Vytegra), where father worked as landlord of government wine store. 
Probably went to school for a time in Vytegra. 

1904 First verse published, in collection of young writers “from the people” (Novye poety 
(New poets), St Petersburg).   
In early 1900s probably visited St Petersburg, may have studied in Petrozavodsk. 

1906 Arrested for revolutionary activity. 

1907 Begins correspondence with Aleksandr Blok (1880-1921), the great Symbolist poet, 
who was much impressed by the young poet.  Klyuev, in turn, self-consciously presents 
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self as “of the people”.  In part through Blok, becomes acquainted with Modernist circles, 
and is published in their journals. 

1908 Called up for military service.  Seems to have refused to serve on principle.  
Poetry of the period strongly marked by political images of the people, especially 
peasantry. 

1911 First edition of first collection, Sosen perezvon (Chime of the pines; dated 1912).  
Collection greeted warmly.  Klyuev’s alliance with “Golgotha Christian” group – a group 
blending religion with utopian social expectations. 

1912-13 Five more books – two versions of Bratskie pesni (Fraternal songs), two of 
Lesnye byli (Forest tales), a second edition of Sosen perezvon.  Early poetry marked by 
interests and manner of Symbolism, by somewhat abstract depiction of nature and the life 
of the peasantry, by popular religion (sectarianism; the Old Belief), by increasing 
folkloric stylization.  Some homo-erotic motifs emerging. 

In mid-1910s travels regularly to St Petersburg, visits Moscow.  Begins to correspond 
with other authors who would eventually be termed “new-peasant poets”. 

1915 Meets Sergei Esenin (1895-1925), another great “peasant poet”.  Their relationship 
intense, and contradictory. 

1916 Mirskie dumy (Secular reflections) containing some patriotic poetry, associated with 
the First World War.  Klyuev, based in Petrograd, tours Russia with the singer 
Plevitskaya.  Klyuev and Esenin read their poetry before the Grand Princess Elizaveta 
Fedorovna (as ever, Klyuev’s manner of reading left deep impression).  Articles by 
Ivanov-Razumnik and Sakulin further enhance Klyuev’s reputation.  “Scythian” period in 
Klyuev’s alliances. 

 

1917 In Petrograd during February Revolution, back in Vytegra area for Bolshevik coup, 
which he seems to have greeted warmly. 

Active in Vytegra journalism and politics, although under increasing pressure by early 
1920s.  Joins the Bolshevik Party in 1918. 

1919 Mednyi kit (Copper whale), with most of his post-revolutionary work to date, some 
of it millenarian, some apocalyptic in tone. 
Pesnoslov (Song book), two-volume book, re-making his earlier poetic collections, and 
presenting most of his poetry written between 1916 and 1919.  The largest work 
published in his life time.  Some of the later poetry clearly homo-erotic in thematics. 

1920 Publishes two small collections with the Scythian publishing house in Berlin.  One, 
Izbyanye pesni (Songs of the peasant house), contains cycle in memorial to mother.  
Many regard these poems, with their blending of peasant byt (ordinary life) and Klyuev’s 
aesthetic programme, as among his best. 
Neuvyadaemyi tsvet (Unfading flower – the title of an icon) published in Vytegra, 
containing only previously published works. 

Expelled from Bolshevik party for his religious convictions. 
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1922 Attacked in the (sophisticated) commentary on his work by Leon Trotsky, 
published by the latter initially in Pravda, reiterated in his Literatura i revolyutsiya 
(Literature and revolution) of 1924.  The Pravda articles were re-published in 
Petrozavodsk, and rendered life in Vytegra very difficult. 
L’vinyi khleb (Lion’s bread), which would turn out to be his last new collection of poetry, 
published.  It is full of highly ambiguous portraits of the present, often sounding an 
apocalyptic note. 
Writes and publishes first poemy (narrative poems), Mat’-Subbota (Sabbath mother) and 
Chetvertyi Rim (Fourth Rome).  Both related to literary program (the latter opens with 
polemical treatment of Esenin) 

1923 Arrested in Vytegra.  Moves to Petrograd, settling in a small room at the back of a 
mansion on Bol’shaya morskaya (Ulitsa Gertsena for much of Soviet period). 
In Petrograd/Leningrad furnishes his modest accommodation in “Old Russian” manner, 
with antiques, icons, benches (not armchairs), and so on.  Known for wearing peasant 
clothes (see memoirs of Georgii Ivanov and others). 
Lenin cycle published as separate book.  Proletarian leader identified with favorite 
Klyuev themes – Old Belief, millenarian renewal, etc. 

During the 1920s Klyuev’s opportunities for publication decrease dramatically, but he 
continues to write actively.  Some lyrics find their way into print, as do some of his 
poemy.  Others are read only to friends.  Klyuev’s summers near Poltava, near Saratov, 
and, finally, in the Vyatka (Kirov) region are especially productive.   
Continues to create an elaborate and unstable “autobiography”, which often includes 
extensive travel abroad (especially to various Eastern countries – Klyuev’s verse of the 
1920s and 1930s often unites East and West through the Russian north), Old Believer 
roots, birth and childhood on the White Sea coast – associating the poet both with the Old 
Belief and with Lomonosov, and sometimes explicit homosexuality.  A recurrent 
element, which can be traced to the 1910s, is the claim to have lived on the Solovetsky 
Islands as a youthful novice.  None of these claims has been documented. 
Later in the 1920s he becomes a favorite target for ideological critics, who identify him 
as a “kulak poet”. 

 

1926 Plach o Sergee Esenine (Lament about Sergei Esenin), memorial poema of 
considerable power, following Esenin’s 1925 suicide. 
Zaozer’e (Beyond the lake; published 1927), most positively colored of poemy – portrait 
of peasant year in northern village, which combines aspects of Orthodoxy with aspects of 
Old Belief. 

1927 Derevnya (The village), poema lamenting end of village and of rural culture, 
published, and promptly attacked. 

1928 Izba i pole (Peasant house and field) published.  The collection contains no 
previously unpublished lyrics, although it gives a very interesting and even provocative 
account of Klyuev‘s œuvre. 
During the 1920s, in addition to very bleak and disturbing portraits of the present, most 
of them not published, Klyuev’s lyric output includes a number of udarnye stikhi 
(propaganda poems) -- “Bogatyrka”, “Leningrad”, “Segodnya prazdnestvo u domen”, etc 
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(Giant girl, Leningrad, Today is a holiday at the blast furnaces), which failed to win him 
favor from the new literary power-brokers, but which were published. 
 
Work on poema Solovki (The Solovetsky Islands), of which only a fragment is extant. 
Completes, but does not publish, Pogorel’shchina (Burnt ruins), complex and long 
apocalyptic poema.  The work is widely read by the author, and copies are distributed.  
Klyuev allows the export to Italy of one such copy. 

1929 While spending summer near Vyatka, writes long and complex poema, partly of  
repentance, entitled Kain (Cain). Only fragments are extant. 

Throughout this period works on massive (four-thousand-line) Pesn’ o Velikoi Materi 
(Song of the Great Mother), which combines mythologized autobiography with historical 
narrative and literary play.  The finished version was apparently held by the poet and 
critic Ivanov-Razumnik (1878-1946) and perished during the Second World War. 

Period of the poet’s most significant romantic liaison, with the very young artist Anatolii 
Yar-Kravchenko (1911-1983), whose love and then abandoning of Klyuev inspires much 
of the lyric poetry of the late 1920s and early 1930s. 
 
Late lyrics different in manner from those of mid-1920s – long, often somewhat 
rhetorical.  But, as ever in his mature poetry, striking for their moments of stylistic and 
thematic dissonance, their referential eclecticism, and, at times, their grammatical, 
syntactical, and thematic obscurity. 

1931 Moves to Moscow, in part for personal, in part for political reasons.  Finds 
accommodation at 12, Granatnyi pereulok (later ulitsa Shchutseva). 

1933 Prepares small collection of poems, O chem shumyat sedye kedry (What the grey 
cedars tell of), centered on cycle of poems to Yar-Kravchenko, bearing same name.  
Collection remains unpublished. 

1934 Arrested and convicted on political crimes (58th Statute) and of homosexuality.  
Transcript of interrogation in KGB archive shows poet defiant in defense of his work and 
opinions.   
Confiscated with other property, and appended to the file are a draft of Pesn’, the cycle 
“Razrukha” (Destruction), and a draft of Kain.  From the KGB archive these poems 
emerge at the very end of the Soviet period and immediately afterwards. 
Klyuev is sent into exile in Western Siberia, first to Kolpashev (modern Kolpashevo), 
and then Tomsk, where he lives for three years, partially supported by friends in Moscow 
and St Petersburg.  In Kolpashevo he writes the poema Kreml’ (Kremlin), perhaps a 
poem of “repentance” and a plea for help.  The work is extant, but, as yet, unpublished.  
Only one other poem from the exile period is known, the lyric “Est’ dve strany: odna 
bol’nitsa” (There are two countries – one the hospital) of 1937.  Extensive 
correspondence from his exile period is, however, extant, and much of it has been 
published in the last fifteen years. 
 
1937 Arrested twice.  Released the first time, apparently after a stroke.  The second arrest 
is with other members of the supposed monarchist “Union for the Salvation of Russia” 
(priests, aristocrats, etc).  After perfunctory interrogation, and with no admission of guilt, 
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the poet is condemned to death.  The execution is carried out “between the 23rd and 25th 
of October, 1937”, probably near the city prison.  The poet’s body was presumably 
buried in a mass grave. 
 
Major publications of the poet’s work, including previously unpublished works, take 
place abroad in the 1950s and 1960s, while cautious republication begins at home in the 
1960s.  In the period of glasnost’ and perestroika all the work previously published only 
in the west is returned to Russian readers, while new discoveries are made in state and 
personal archives.  The truth of Klyuev’s last years emerges.  The poet is embraced, 
albeit somewhat cautiously, by the nationalist right, but acknowledged only sparingly by 
the “academic establishment”.  He is, however, widely appropriated by scholars and 
readers associated with the areas to which the poet himself was tied by birth, artistic 
impulse, or state persecution – northern Russia, Karelia, central Siberia.  His 
homosexuality is treated with extreme caution by most scholars; while gay activists 
acknowledge him as a major figure and, indeed, sexual martyr, he is not a particularly 
comfortable fit with their agenda either.  For many Russians his work is too difficult and 
obscure, while for some his mythological constructions and autobiographical claims are 
rendered fraudulent by their evident self-consciousness.  Other readers see in him an 
unproblematically authentic representation of a national idea and culture. 
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